Metaphor IVR+
The Modern IVR for Personalized
Customer Experiences

Today’s consumers want easy access to information. Whether
through automation or a live agent, they expect a seamless customer
experience. But ensuring that the context of the interaction is
maintained from self-service to assisted service is often expensive and
complex. Although technology innovation continues to play a major role
in how information is stored, hosted and delivered, Interactive Voice
Response (IVR) technology is often misunderstood. Misconceptions
about call automation, especially its associated costs and capabilities,
prevent many businesses from serving their customers more efficiently

Adaptable Contact Center Automation
for a Better Customer Experience
▪▪ Inbound and Outbound IVR – Metaphor IVR+ offers customized
inbound options that enable quick issue resolution. Customers
can choose from press-or-say, directed dialog or natural-language
speech recognition interactions. Any of these capabilities frees up
full-service agents to focus on time-consuming communications

and delivering an optimal user experience.

that require human interaction, such as technical support, complex

USAN’s Metaphor IVR+ is a managed, cloud-based contact center

outreach is simple with Metaphor IVR+. Choose any of the available

solution with versatile inbound and outbound interaction capabilities.

voice recognition and touch-tone features to achieve high volume,

From customer self-service and emergency response management to

automated and agentless outbound customer contact campaigns,

follow-up surveys and automated appointment reminders, Metaphor

including debt collections, notifications and reminders.

IVR+ offers uniquely customizable customer engagement solutions
that are accessible any time.

sales and intricate customer service issues. Automated customer

▪▪ Multiple Interactive Applications – From text-to-speech (TTS),
simple and complex speech recognition and legacy touch-tone

Unlike original IVR platforms that were primarily designed to deflect calls,

services, Metaphor IVR+ offers a range of speech applications.

today’s IVR technology adapts to customer needs and preferences. This

Adaptive caller ID and adaptive routing dynamically route users

requires database integration and logic optimization to provide customers

to specific agent queues based on the caller’s profile and other

with easy-to-use self-service options to resolve complex problems.

contextual data to ensure a seamless customer experience.

▪▪ Powerful Connectivity – Easily integrate CRM, ERP and other
customer contact platforms to streamline your processes. Automate
order processing, customer service, technical support, information
retrieval or virtually any business process.

Interactive Voice Response will continue to play a vital
role in how organizations interact with customers:
USAN’s IVR technology is fully configurable and provides
24x7 monitoring and support. With advanced interactive
applications, multiple interface integration and business
intelligence tools, Metaphor IVR+ helps organizations of
all sizes tap into and benefit from this technology.

▪▪ Smart Business Intelligence Tools – Access pre-built or custom
reporting and analytics in real time. Extract in-depth data to improve
performance and customer satisfaction. Call flows and menu trees
are managed with standards-based, familiar tools, including VoiceXML
and applications.

▪▪ Enhanced Capabilities – Extend the functionality of your IVR system
with application modules. From powerful fraud detection capabilities,
to visual IVR for mobile users, Metaphor IVR+ offers advanced
capabilities for improved visibility, control and system operation.
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Metaphor IVR+

Interactive Voice
Response for Inbound
and Outbound
Business Benefits
▪▪ Powerful rules engine provides personalized
customer experiences
▪▪ IVR utilization tools provide the visibility
to improve containment rates
▪▪ Cloud-based deployment model provide
▪▪ 24x7x365 Monitoring and Support – Stay open with secure
technology with greater than 99.999% availability and enjoy
extended operational hours and increased call-handling capacity.

▪▪ Support for Multiple Integration Points and Legacy Systems –
USAN’s IVR system supports legacy interfaces such as SNA and MQ
as well as HTML, VXML, and web services interfaces. It can also be
integrated with an ACD (USAN’s or other vendor’s) and Computer
Telephony Integration (CTI) interfaces to provide agents with call

low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
▪▪ Intuitive business intelligence tools
▪▪ 24x7x365 monitoring and support
▪▪ Support for multiple integration points
and legacy systems
▪▪ Unmatched expertise from USAN

context and customer information via screen pop.

▪▪ Unmatched Expertise – USAN has been providing cloud-based
IVR technology for more than 25 years. Unlike other providers who
more recently moved their technology to the cloud, USAN was
building hosted IVR environments from the start. Financial services,
healthcare, utilities and telecom companies, among others, trust
us to integrate multiple technologies and deliver best-in-class
agentless, automated customer engagement solutions that improve
service levels and operational efficiency.
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To learn more about Metaphor IVR+, visit
www.usan.com or contact us at 770.409.2441

Metaphor IVR+

